New smartband will help observe social distancing to check COVID-19 spread

A group of researchers has developed a wearable smartband for monitoring body temperature while keeping the required distance between people.

Following the COVID-19 outbreak, social distancing has become a part of daily life for many. The importance of keeping a safe distance between people to contain the COVID-19 pandemic is frequently emphasised. Thanks to the EU-funded An.Dy project, a team of scientists has developed a smartband prototype capable of detecting body parameters and sending an alert when the body temperature exceeds 37.5 °C.

According to a news release by An.Dy project coordinator Italian Institute of Technology, the device can also monitor the distance between people. “The wristband reads, thanks to radio signal on the Bluetooth frequencies, the motion of the human body and monitors the distance from another wristband. When two wristbands are in proximity, they vibrate and emit an alert signal, thus helping people respect the necessary safety distance.” The smartband “can be used indoors, in factories and offices, but also outdoors, in places such as tourist villages, sporting clubs or entertainment parks,” it adds. The device also records which other smartband wearers it has been in close contact with, enabling contact tracing in case of COVID-19 infection.
A news release on ‘EurekAlert!’ states: “The bracelet, in fact, uses algorithms and technologies that researchers introduced in a former sensorized suit, the ‘An.Dy sensorized suit’, that can detect and measure the whole human body posture - even during fast and dynamic motions - and the human fatigue in daily working activities. The bracelet prototype embodies these technologies, which are adapted to design solutions to emergency problems and needs.”

The same news release also notes that “a future development of the smartband can devise mobile apps that communicate with the bracelet using classical Bluetooth.” Called iFeel-You, the smartband “is powered by a battery that lasts more than 8 hours during common operations, and it can be recharged wirelessly. Researchers are now working on a second prototype, which aims at making the smartband lighter, more ergonomic, and smaller.” The researchers believe that the prototype will be a useful and cost-efficient solution to help people respect social distancing rules during work and other activities, particularly when lockdown restrictions are gradually lifted in countries.

The An.Dy (Advancing Anticipatory Behaviors in Dyadic Human-Robot Collaboration) project will run until December 2020. Project partners have already “developed the AndySuit, a wearable technology for real-time monitoring humans when performing whole-body physical interaction tasks,” as noted in a periodic project report on CORDIS. The project team focuses on three validation scenarios, according to the project website. These include “a collaborative robot (i.e. robot=cobot)” and “an exoskeleton (i.e. robot=exoskeleton),” both of which enable physical collaboration for improved health, productivity and flexibility. Under the third scenario, “the robot is a humanoid (i.e. robot=humanoid). This scenario falls within the scope of human-humanoid physical collaboration (e.g. whole-body collaboration for assisted walking and assembly),” the project website states.

For more information, please see:
An.Dy project website
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